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Smallholder agriculture is the foundation of global food systems, yet smallholders face

severe socio-economic and environmental challenges that can destabilize livelihoods

and threaten their resilience. Given that smallholder farmers rely on household

production to meet their nutritional needs, management of soil fertility, biodiversity,

and other ecological characteristics of agroecosystems directly affects smallholders’

capacity to produce sufficient crop nutrients for their diets. However, we lack explicit

frameworks linking ecological and nutritional functions of agroecosystems, as well as

research exploring farmers’ adaptive capacity and agency in mediating these functions,

and ultimately, agroecosystem resilience. To address these gaps, we developed an

indicator framework to evaluate the complementary roles of ecological and nutritional

functions of agroecosystems for smallholder resilience. Paired ecological and nutritional

indicators were aggregated into an index representing four agroecosystem functions:

(1) Productivity, (2) Diversity, (3) Quality, and (4) Functional Diversity. We then applied

this framework and index to a case study of Q’eqchi’ Maya smallholders in eastern

Guatemala, using farm management and crop quality data from 60 households to

determine the status of agroecosystem functions and assess coping and adaptive

capacities in response to shocks. More than three-quarters of farms in the sample

relied solely on household production of staples to meet their nutritional demands.

Across farms, ecological and nutritional indicators were significantly related (Kendall’s

tau = 0.58, z = 5.7, p < 0.0001), and we found both synergistic (Quality, Functional

Diversity) and tradeoff (Productivity) relationships between indicator pairs. We found that

farmers using ecological adaptation strategies such as cover cropping and agroforestry

had significantly higher levels of agroecosystem functioning and resilience than farmers

who were coping with shocks by working off-farm or renting land from plantations. Our

findings demonstrate the importance of linking ecological and nutritional functions of

agroecosystems through diversified management practices to leverage their synergies.

Because smallholder agroecosystems underlie a third of the food system, understanding

and promoting their resilience is critical for the social, ecological, and nutritional well-being

of global populations.
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INTRODUCTION

Smallholder agriculture persists as the foundation of global food
systems. Farms smaller than 2 hectares produce more than
30% of the world’s food and occupy 24% of agricultural land
(Herrero et al., 2017; Ricciardi et al., 2018), yet smallholders
face severe socioeconomic and environmental challenges that
can destabilize livelihoods and threaten their resilience (Scherr,
2000; Blesh and Wittman, 2015; Cohn et al., 2017). In
degraded landscapes, where poor soil fertility can jeopardize
crop yields, many smallholders are forced to compromise
long-term sustainability to meet short-term production needs
(Rodriguez et al., 2006; Power, 2010). While food production
in the short-term is essential to maintain household nutrition,
neglect for long-term ecological sustainability can make land
unviable for future production. Thus, there is an interplay
between ecological and nutritional functions of agroecosystems
that may influence whether smallholders are able to adapt and
continue farming within a deteriorating environmental context.
Farmer management decisions can either increase or decrease
these functions, demonstrating their capacity to adapt, and make
incremental adjustments or changes that ultimately affect their
resilience. Because smallholder agroecosystems support a third
of the food system, understanding and promoting their adaptive
capacity and resilience is critical for the social, ecological, and
nutritional well-being of rural communities, and, ultimately, the
global population.

Several recent studies operationalize agroecosystem resilience
by developing indicators and metrics (Büchs, 2003; Cabell
and Oelofse, 2012; Urruty et al., 2016; Jacobi et al., 2018).
However, such frameworks neglect the ecological and nutritional
interactions that contribute to agroecosystem functioning and
resilience. Management of soil fertility, biodiversity, and other
ecological characteristics on farms can directly affect the capacity
of agroecosystems to produce sufficient crop nutrients for
smallholder households to meet their nutritional demands
(DeClerck et al., 2011; Allen et al., 2014). Smallholders depend
largely on their own food production and local market availability
for food security and nutrition (Jones, 2017), which tightens
relationships between ecological and nutritional functions of
local food production. To our knowledge, no prior study
has developed an explicit framework to link ecological and
nutritional functions of agroecosystems, or explored how, by
employing strategies that enhance both ecological and nutritional
functions, farmers’ adaptive capacity and agency can mediate
these agroecosystem functions, and resilience.

Our study developed an indicator framework to evaluate
the complementary roles of ecological and nutritional functions
of agroecosystems for smallholder resilience (Figure 1). We
generated pairs of ecological and nutritional indicators of
agroecosystem functions based on prior theoretical and empirical
work and applied our framework to a case study of Q’eqchi’ Maya
smallholders in eastern Guatemala. The case study showcases the
linkages between smallholder management decisions, adaptive
capacity, and underlying ecological and nutritional functions
that shape environmental and human health outcomes. While
tradeoffs exist between practices that optimize either ecological or

nutritional functions of agroecosystems, management strategies
can also lead to synergies between them (Power, 2010),
demonstrating the potential for smallholders to adapt and
enhance resilience in a changing environment.

BACKGROUND

Social-Ecological Resilience of
Agroecosystems
Social-ecological resilience offers a useful analytical framework
to evaluate the long-term productive capacity of smallholder
farms vulnerable to environmental and economic shocks (Folke,
2006; Cabell and Oelofse, 2012). Researchers frequently define
social-ecological resilience as a system’s capacity to respond to
disturbance and shocks and retain its essential components and
functions, as well as its capacity for learning and adaptation
(Holling, 1973; Adger, 2000; Carpenter et al., 2001). Resilience
was popularized in the ecological sciences but has since expanded
into the social sciences. The concept has been adapted for
social-ecological systems in order to account for differences in
ecosystem function and feedbacks resulting from human agency
(Berkes and Ross, 2013; Béné et al., 2016).

Agroecosystems represent coupled social-ecological systems
that are characterized by complex interactions and feedbacks
between components, including ecosystem services and rural
livelihoods (Adger, 2000; Liu et al., 2007; Bailey and Buck,
2016). Social-ecological resilience, then, provides an increasingly
common framework for linking social and ecological dimensions
of food systems (Callo-Concha and Ewert, 2014; Jacobi et al.,
2018), and by extension, the concept is useful for linking
nutritional and ecological functions of agroecosystems.

Resilience in agroecosystems is achieved through the
capacities of actors in the system. Thus, the concepts of coping,
adaptive, and transformative capacities are tied to resilience.
While all of these capacities offer avenues toward system
resilience, they function through different mechanisms and
result in distinct outcomes (Béné et al., 2012). For example,
coping capacities are normally employed when shocks are
minor and the objective is to maintain system stability (i.e.,
persistence), whereas adaptive capacities are useful when
incremental adjustments to the system are necessary to increase
flexibility in the face of shocks. When shocks or stresses exceed
levels for which coping and adaptive capacities are sufficient,
transformative capacities can come into play to shift the nature
of the system entirely.

Ecological Functions of Agroecosystems
Basic ecosystem processes, including fluxes of energy and
nutrients and interactions among species, drive different
ecosystem functions. Some examples of functions that are
central to nutrient cycling in agroecosystems include primary
production, decomposition, and biological nitrogen fixation by
legume species. In a positive state, each of these functions enables
agroecosystems to maintain soil fertility and productivity over
time. When negative, loss of agroecosystem functioning occurs.
Ecological processes happen in part due to abiotic and biotic
conditions outside of farmers’ control, but farmers are able
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FIGURE 1 | Conceptual diagram of interactions between agroecosystem functioning and resilience. Farm management affects ecological and nutritional functions,

which in turn drive changes in agroecosystem resilience. Green arrows inside the circle represent the interactions between ecological and nutritional functions, which

are mediated by agroecosystem management practices and the adaptive capacity of farmers. Farm-level management decisions are embedded within food systems

and associated governance and landscape conditions, which can trigger positive (+) or negative (–) feedbacks in agroecosystems.

to alter many agroecosystem functions through management
practices (intentionally or unintentionally) (Drinkwater et al.,
2008). Past work suggests that intentional management of
ecological processes, or “agroecological management” (Kremen
and Miles, 2012), results in resilience of desirable, or productive,
states in agricultural systems (Peterson et al., 2018). Farm
management strategies can therefore promote agroecosystem
functioning and resilience (Bailey and Buck, 2016).

Agroecological management practices, in particular, can
improve crop nutrient uptake in ecologically degraded systems
by augmenting biotic interactions to enhance nutrient cycling
(Brooker et al., 2016). For example, increasing the diversity of
crop rotations with cover crops is a practice that can improve
multiple ecosystem functions, or “multifunctionality” (Snapp
et al., 2005; Finney and Kaye, 2016; Blesh, 2018). Among other
functions, cover crops in the legume family supply nitrogen
(N) and carbon (C) to soils through biological N fixation
and photosynthesis. These N and C inputs add to pools of

bioavailable soil nutrients, as cover crops are generally not
harvested but instead are incorporated into the soil at the
end of the season as “green manures.” This agroecological
practice has therefore been shown to increase internal nutrient
cycling and nutrient availability to primary crops, with potential
to increase productivity over time (Wander et al., 1994;
Blesh, 2019). More broadly, the addition of legume cover
crops to crop rotations introduces additional plant traits that
influence ecosystem functions, contributing to both agricultural
biodiversity (agrobiodiversity) and crop functional diversity
(Wood et al., 2015).

Nutritional Functions of Agroecosystems
As an extension of ecosystem functioning, DeClerck et al.
(2011) proposed that, given agroecosystems’ primary goal of food
production for human nutrition and health, nutritional functions
of agroecosystems should be measured alongside their ecological
counterparts. Although their study proposed one indicator of
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nutritional function—nutritional functional diversity—a broad
suite of nutritional functions has rarely been considered in
assessments of agroecosystem performance and resilience, nor
have nutritional functions been explicitly related to underlying
ecological functions.

Other nutritional functions of agroecosystems include the
quantity, diversity and nutritional quality of crops produced, as
well as maintenance of genetic resources to improve traits of
individual crops and diet diversity (Remans et al., 2011; Allen
et al., 2014). Importantly, these indicators of nutritional function
consider more than just yield or productivity, which has been the
dominant metric for assessing agroecosystem performance since
the Green Revolution (Cassidy et al., 2013). Favoring productivity
as the sole goal of agroecosystems can falsely place household
food security and rural livelihoods at odds with critical ecological
and nutritional functions (Zhang et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2009;
Nelson et al., 2009).

Just as farm management practices impact ecological
functioning, they also affect nutritional functions, including
nutritional quality of crops and potential for increased dietary
diversity, as well as productivity. Ecological functions therefore
affect the overall ability of an agroecosystem to provide
nutritional functions to people—through the production of
a diverse selection of nutritious foods. Extending beyond the
agroecosystem level, recent high-profile reports have highlighted
transitioning to agroecological management as an innovative
approach to enhance food security and nutrition globally
[McIntyre et al., 2009; The High Level Panel of Experts (HLPE)
on Food Security Nutrition, 2019].

Agroecological management frequently entails ecological and
nutritional diversification of cropping systems. Diversified farms
have high levels of interaction between plant species, and between
plants and microorganisms, which can maximize the efficiency
of nutrient use on farms (e.g., Matson et al., 1997; Shennan,
2008; Kremen and Miles, 2012). When nutrient use efficiency
(defined as total nutrient harvested/total nutrient input) of crops
increases, there is greater uptake of nutrients by crop species,
which can increase crop nutritional quality. Greater nutrient
use efficiency also tends to correspond with reduced nutrient
losses through runoff, leaching, or other pathways (Robertson
and Vitousek, 2009). Suchmanagement practices thus have direct
impacts on environmental sustainability as well as the quantity
and quality of food produced and consumed (i.e., nutritional
yield) in an agroecosystem. At the same time, it is important to
acknowledge potential tradeoffs between management strategies
that maximize ecological or nutritional functions (e.g., Power,
2010; Kremen and Miles, 2012), often by favoring short-term
nutritional functions (e.g., crop yield or income from crop sales
in a single season) over longer-term ecological ones (e.g., soil
organicmatter formation, C storage, and nutrient retention) (e.g.,
Steffan-Dewenter et al., 2007).

Continuing the example of farm diversification with cover
crops, we can identify specific links between the ecological
and nutritional functions derived from this practice. Nutritional
functions include supporting crop yields with nutrient inputs
from legume N fixation (Blesh, 2018), and increasing availability
of other nutrients that can make crops more nutrient-rich,

particularly soil phosphorus from solubilization by acidic and
enzymatic root exudates (Hinsinger et al., 2011; Xue et al., 2016).
Reduced soil erosion is also likely to improve crop yields and
nutrient availability, especially if the system in question is a low-
input smallholder farm on steep terrain (Vanek and Drinkwater,
2013). Increased yields in a resource-poor agricultural context
could correspond to improved household food security or self-
sufficiency, or to increased incomes, if crops are sold (Sibhatu
et al., 2015b). Shifts in both ecological and nutritional functions
of agroecosystems in this example illustrate the interactions
resulting from farmer management decisions that can lead to
agroecosystem resilience.

INDICATOR FRAMEWORK

Prior Frameworks for Agroecosystem
Functioning and Resilience
Scholars have proposed frameworks for evaluating and
enhancing food system resilience and sustainability (Tendall
et al., 2015; Prosperi et al., 2016; Béné et al., 2019), rural landscape
(Bailey and Buck, 2016) and livelihood resilience (Pelletier et al.,
2016), working lands conservation and resilience (Kremen and
Merenlender, 2018), and agricultural or agroecosystem resilience
(van der Werf and Petit, 2002; Büchs, 2003; Cabell and Oelofse,
2012; Altieri et al., 2015; Blesh and Wittman, 2015; Prosperi
et al., 2016), which include both environmental and food security
indicators. These indicators have primarily considered the
broader food system, including addressing questions of food
supply, prices, and accessibility that drive food consumption,
but have focused less on how these relationships play out in
individual agroecosystems, and how management decisions at
the farm level affect these broader food system dynamics.

Similarly, there is a robust literature on ecological functions
that contribute to agroecosystem resilience, resulting in a number
of indicator frameworks that identify or quantify ecological
processes that stabilize farms faced with shocks (Büchs, 2003;
Cabell and Oelofse, 2012; Callo-Concha and Ewert, 2014). In
the most extensive agroecosystem-specific indicator framework
for resilience to date (Cabell and Oelofse, 2012), the authors
offer a suite of 13 social and ecological indicators derived from
a review of the resilience literature. While this list is extensive,
there are no nutrition-specific indicators, nor are there any direct
measures of household food security, diet diversity, or diet quality
incorporated into the framework (Cabell and Oelofse, 2012).

This trend holds across indicator frameworks for agricultural
and livelihood resilience, which lack an explicit link between
ecosystem nutrient availability and provisioning for human
nutrition at the household level (Prosperi et al., 2016; Quinlan
et al., 2016). Related work has addressed tradeoffs and synergies
between agricultural yield and ecosystem services (Steffan-
Dewenter et al., 2007; Bennett et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2009);
however, direct links to the underlying biophysical conditions
and nutrient cycling regulated by farm management have not
been made explicit in these frameworks. Additionally, more
complex measures of nutritional provisioning that go beyond
crop yield or market value are needed to fully capture resilience
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dynamics at the level of the agroecosystem (DeClerck et al., 2011;
Remans et al., 2011; Wood, 2018).

A standard set of indicators for nutrition is the Food
and Agriculture Organization’s (FAO) four dimensions of food
security: availability, access, utilization, and stability (FAO, 2008).
As defined in the 1996 World Food Summit, food security is
“physical and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious
food that meets [one’s] dietary needs and food preferences
for an active and healthy life” (FAO, 2008). The idea that
adequate nutrition, and not only sufficient caloric intake, is
required for long-term health is an important aspect of the FAO’s
definition and therefore critical to nutrient provisioning at the
agroecosystem level (Jones et al., 2016). To relate ecological and
nutritional functions of agroecosystems, then, food security and
nutritional indicators should be integrated into frameworks for
social-ecological resilience.

Indicators Linking Ecological and
Nutritional Functions of Agroecosystems
We developed an indicator framework that pairs ecological
and nutritional indicators of agroecosystem function (Table 1).
Specifically, we conducted a literature review and selected
ecological and nutritional indicators with demonstrated
importance for agroecosystem functions and resilience in prior
theoretical and empirical work. We then paired indicators based
on known relationships between underlying ecological and
nutritional functions. Finally, we linked the selected indicators
to farm management strategies, coping, and adaptive capacity
in smallholder agroecosystems. We tested potential metrics
(i.e., measures of each indicator) for agroecosystem functions
by applying the indicator framework to a case study, described
below. Results from the case study demonstrate the utility of the
framework and could be used to refine or adapt indicators and
their measures in an iterative process of metric development and
data analysis.

The literature review and paired indicator approach resulted
in four pairs of ecological and nutritional indicators measurable
at the agroecosystem level. Here, an agroecosystem is defined
as the social and ecological components of a farm, including all
land and species managed by a farm household. Our framework
could apply to larger scales, such as landscapes or regions, but
the conceptual framing and case study data presented in this
paper are at the agroecosystem level. Researchers could use these
indicators of agroecosystem function to support smallholders to
adapt agricultural practices based not only on their ecological
impacts but also their contributions to, or tradeoffs with,
household nutritional needs.

Though they do not directly measure outcomes for human
nutritional status, “nutritional” indicators in our framework
relate conceptually to the FAO’s four dimensions of food security:
availability, access, utilization, and stability (FAO, 2008). These
proxy measures enable relatively simple data collection and
analysis compared to more complex, direct measures that may
be less feasible in low-resourced contexts. Each of our indicator
pairs aligns with one dimension of food security, offering proxies
for food availability, access, and utilization, and tying them to

ecological functions that may underlie their stability (Table 1). In
line with the FAO dimensions, our framework integrates stability
as a subcomponent of all other indicators rather than as its own
indicator. We also incorporate both the quality and nutritional
functional diversity of diets to offer a more comprehensive
understanding of food “utilization.”

Productivity. Total crop production per area (1E) and staple
food availability (1N) are paired as Productivity indicators. Total
crop production per area, or total yield, is broadly defined
as the amount of food produced per harvested area. The
ability of an agroecosystem to maintain productivity over time,
even in the face of disturbance or environmental variability is
called yield stability (Pimm, 1984; Raseduzzaman and Jensen,
2017). Sustained crop production indicates that soil fertility and
associated nutrient cycling processes are functioning and able to
produce staple crops for farm households. Many smallholders
cultivate staples for direct household consumption, even when
local markets are available (Isakson, 2009; Oyarzun et al.,
2013). Therefore, this ecological indicator links to staple food
availability, an indicator that represents the baseline nutritional
(caloric) function of agroecosystems. Staple food availability can
be defined as the capacity of a smallholder agroecosystem to
provide sufficient quantities of staple crops to meet household
caloric needs (FAO, 2008). This indicator is particularly relevant
in smallholder systems, where a single crop (such as maize in
Guatemala) can make up the majority of the diet (Fuentes Lopez,
2005). In the case of staple grains, Productivity generally supports
caloric sufficiency of diets but may not guarantee nutrient
sufficiency, necessitating indicators 2–4. Productivity indicators
relate to the FAO dimension of food availability (FAO, 2008).

Diversity. Crop diversity (2E) and access to a diversified diet
(2N) are paired as Diversity indicators. An agroecosystem with
crop diversity contains species that fill distinct ecological niches.
Crop species can vary over time, such as when cover crops are
grown between harvested food crops in a rotation (Snapp et al.,
2005), or species may overlap in space, through intercropping,
for example. Diversified crop production in space and time
contributes to long-term crop productivity (Vandermeer, 1989)
and ensures household access to multiple types of crops at any
given time of year, which is why it is paired with household
access to a diversified diet. Access to a diversified diet is
defined as on-farm availability of a diverse selection of edible
crops whose nutritional complementarity increases diet quality
(Remans et al., 2012; Jones, 2016) and is best measured using
standardized methods of diet diversity (i.e., Minimum Dietary
Diversity for Women, Dietary Diversity Score, or Food Variety
Score). A diversified diet complements staple crop availability,
as food availability is necessary but insufficient to complete a
healthy diet. Households may gain access to a diversified diet
by growing diverse crops, purchasing diverse crops, or through
a combination of growing and purchasing foods (Jones, 2017).
In smallholder contexts where markets remain inaccessible or
unreliable, such as in our case study region, edible crop diversity
is a robust indicator of access to a diverse diet.Diversity indicators
relate to the FAO dimension of food access.

Quality. Beneficial species interactions (3E) and edible crop
quality (3N) are paired as Quality indicators. Farmers can
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TABLE 1 | Indicator framework for ecological and nutritional functions of agroecosystems.

Indicator pair Ecological (E) or

nutritional (N)

Indicator Agroecosystem function

1

Productivity

E Total crop production per area Produce crops over time and under variable environmental

conditions

N Staple food availability Supply sufficient quantities of staple crops to meet household

caloric needs

2

Diversity

E Crop diversity Fill distinct ecological niches and contribute to long-term

productivity by varying crop species over time and in space

N Access to a diversified diet Provide access to diverse food crops, potentially impacting diet

quality

3

Quality

E Beneficial species interactions Facilitate crops’ nutrient uptake, growth, and reproduction through

beneficial interactions within and between trophic levels

N Edible crop quality Increase crop nutrient content and elicit phytochemical responses

through facilitative species interactions, improving crop nutritional

quality for human diets

4

Functional Diversity

E Functional diversity and

redundancy

Enable a functional safety net by planting crops with diverse

ecological functional traits and levels of associated non-crop

species diversity

N Nutritional functional diversity Fulfill nutritional needs for household diets by growing crop

species that provide complementary and diverse nutrients

Indicators were adapted from prior frameworks, including Cabell and Oelofse (2012), the EC-FAO food security framework (FAO, 2008), and the sustainable diets literature (e.g., Allen

et al., 2014).

foster beneficial species interactions within and between trophic
levels by planting species known to facilitate other crops’
growth and reproduction, such as growing leguminous crops
alongside grasses or other non-legumes to stimulate nutrient
uptake (Li et al., 2016), maintaining flowering species and
natural vegetation on farms to attract pollinators (Garibaldi
et al., 2013), or using ecological pest management (e.g., push-
pull techniques) (Letourneau et al., 2011). As has been well-
characterized in natural ecosystems in fields such as chemical
ecology (Hunter, 2016b), these interspecific and inter-trophic
interactions can affect the yield and nutrient content of harvested
crops that contribute to household diets (Ahmed and Stepp,
2016; Dainese et al., 2019). Edible crop quality is a measure
of the concentrations of crop nutrients important for human
nutrition that vary based on environmental and management
factors (Ahmed and Stepp, 2016). Positive species interactions
enhance edible crop quality by increasing nutrient availability
and uptake, such as through facilitation, niche partitioning,
and increased nutrient use efficiency in multi-cropped systems
(Zhang and Li, 2003; Brooker et al., 2015). They can also
elicit phytochemical responses that may impact crop secondary
metabolite concentrations relevant to human diets (Liu, 2003;
Brandt et al., 2011; Hunter, 2016a). In agricultural landscapes
with degraded or low-fertility soil, crop nutritional quality can
decline sharply (Lal, 2009); it is therefore important, especially in
regions with micronutrient deficiencies, including Guatemala, to
consider management approaches that could improve the quality
and not just the quantity of crops produced (Watson et al., 2012).
In addition to management approaches, increasing protein or
micronutrient concentrations in staple crops is a major goal of
biofortification and other breeding initiatives aiming to improve
diet quality beyond caloric sufficiency to reduce malnutrition

(White and Broadley, 2009; Gunaratna et al., 2010). Quality
indicators relate to the FAO dimension of food utilization.

Functional Diversity. Ecological functional diversity and
redundancy (4E) and nutritional functional diversity (4N) are
paired as Functional Diversity indicators. Ecological functional
diversity and redundancy occur when an agroecosystem contains
multiple crop types with differing functional traits, but with
enough overlap in traits to provide an ecological safety net should
one crop fail (Moonen and Bàrberi, 2008; Martin and Isaac,
2015; Wood et al., 2015). Increased crop diversity, the planned
component of biodiversity, also increases associated (non-
crop) biodiversity, which can further enhance agroecosystem
functions, as well as buffering capacity and resilience (Altieri,
1999; Elmqvist et al., 2003). A mix of crops that encompasses
distinct ecological functions (e.g., annual and perennial species)
is also more likely to contribute to a broad range of nutrient
requirements, represented here by the nutritional functional
diversity indicator. Nutritional functional diversity is defined
as the degree to which an agroecosystem fulfills nutritional
functions for household diets by providing complementary and
diverse nutrients across species on the farm (DeClerck et al.,
2011; Luckett et al., 2015; Wood, 2018). Unlike the Diversity and
Quality indicators, nutritional functional diversity accounts for
the complete suite of nutrients present in different crop types, and
evaluates the amounts, diversity, and evenness of nutrients across
an agroecosystem, given human nutrient intake requirements
(i.e., dietary reference intakes) (Remans et al., 2011). For example,
out of two farms that have the same edible crop diversity (species
richness = 3 for each farm), a farm that produces maize, beans
(protein-rich), and sweet potato (high in vitamin A) offers greater
nutritional functional diversity and can better meet nutritional
requirements than does a farm that grows maize, cassava, and
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rice, all of which are carbohydrate-rich staple crops (DeClerck
et al., 2011). Functional Diversity indicators relate to the FAO
dimension of food utilization.

CASE STUDY APPLICATION

Case Study Selection
We tested our indicators for ecological and nutritional functions
using data from a case study in a rural region of eastern
Guatemala (Figure 2). The case study combined interview data
with analysis of protein content of maize from farms to
identify the status of ecological and nutritional functions of
smallholder agroecosystems in the region, as well as interactions
between functions. Our aim was to identify how interactions
between ecological and nutritional indicators affect trends in
agroecosystem function and resilience. While the metrics in the
Guatemalan case study are site-specific, the indicator framework
is designed to be both generalizable and adaptable to facilitate
applications in other systems and regions.

Nationally, Guatemala suffers from the double burden of
malnutrition, with the second highest global rate of childhood
stunting (49%) and the highest rate in Latin America, along with
growing presence of overweight and obesity (50% in women of
reproductive age) (Black et al., 2008). These nutritional outcomes
are closely correlated with poverty and ethnicity. Over 75 percent
of Guatemala’s indigenous population falls below the poverty line
(Bygbjerg, 2012). According to national census data, indigenous
peoples compose nearly 40 percent of the population (Instituto
Nacional de Estadística, 2013). Of those, 7.6 percent are Q’eqchi’
Maya, the primary sample population for this study.

The case study took place in the highly remote, eastern
lowland region of Guatemala called Sarstún, in the Izabal
department (Figure 2). Sarstún is an isolated and data-poor
region with informal governance structures and few institutional
resources. Tropical secondary forests, mangroves, subsistence
farms, and small-scale fisheries characterize the hilly, coastal
landscape. The forested areas bordering the Sarstún River were
designated as a national protected area—the Sarstún River
Multiple Use Area (SRMUA)—in 2005. However, due to its
remoteness, few administrative resources have reached the
majority-indigenous communities that reside there. The total
population of the SRMUA is estimated to be slightly more than
4,000 people, distributed across 21 agricultural communities, the
majority of whom (78%) are Q’eqchi’ Maya (Coadministración,
2009).

Landscape trends in eastern Guatemala include local
migration to the region, increased large-scale investments
and acquisitions of land for cattle and palm oil plantations
(i.e., “land grabbing”), and generalized degradation due to
increasing pressure on forest resources (Alonso-Fradejas, 2012;
Grandia, 2012). In SRMUA smallholder agroecosystems, as with
approximately 65% of the Latin American farming population
(Berdegué and Fuentealba, 2011), household nutrition is
primarily dependent on local crop production and malnutrition
is prevalent. With heightened pressures on land from both
internal and external forces, Q’eqchi’ smallholders and their
agroecosystems are increasingly vulnerable to losses in both

ecological and nutritional functions and decreased resilience
in the face of shocks. This combination of contextual factors
makes the SRMUA an appropriate test case for our ecological
and nutritional indicator framework, as it can be used to identify
and evaluate management practices that affect resilience on
smallholder farms.

Data Collection and Analysis
Our sample included eleven villages (52% of total villages)
and 60 households (∼10% of total population) in SRMUA,
selected through a randomized sampling scheme in communities
with ties to the local sustainable rural development non-profit
APROSARSTUN (the Mayan Association for Rural Well-being
in the Sarstún Region, Spanish acronym). We conducted semi-
structured farmer interviews with 60 Q’eqchi’ farmer households,
from which we derived both categorical and continuous response
variables for indicator analysis. We also analyzed maize samples
from each household for nitrogen and protein concentrations,
the case study metric (measure of the broader indicator) for
edible crop quality in our framework application.

Interviews focused on maize production and household
management of cornfields (milpas), along with discussion
of crop outcomes and biophysical change over time (e.g.,
yield stability and soil fertility). Interviews were conducted
either in Spanish (60%) or in Q’eqchi’ Mayan through
a translator. APROSARSTUN provided field assistants and
translators for the study, which may have influenced farmer
responses to questions regarding agroecological management
practices, though precautions were taken to ensure unbiased
responses. Four key informant interviews were also conducted
with APROSARSTUN staff members to contextualize interview
results and better define appropriate ecological and nutritional
metrics for the case study. All interview guides and study
materials were reviewed by the Tufts University Social,
Behavioral, and Educational Research Institutional Review Board
and were given exempt status under IRB study # 1403034.
We received verbal consent from all participating members of
each household prior to conducting interviews and collecting
samples. The semi-structured interview questionnaire is available
in Appendix 2.

Representative maize samples from the most recent harvest
were collected from households following the interview (n= 55).
Five households were unable to provide maize samples for the
study, either because they only had access to purchased maize
at home (not grown on their land) or because they did not
have access to their grain storage at the time of the interview.
Maize was then nixtamalized following a method first described
by Bressani and Scrimshaw (1958); briefly, maize samples were
heated in a 4% calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) solution at 94◦C
for 50min, removed from the heat and left to stand for 14 h,
washed, and transferred to a lyophilizer for 48 h to dry prior to
grinding with a ball mill (Kleco). Ground samples were analyzed
for % nitrogen by dry combustion in a CHNOS analyzer (vario
MICRO cube, Elementar Americas, Mt. Laurel, NJ, USA) with
L-Glutamic acid standards. Percent nitrogen was converted to
maize % protein by multiplying by a conversion factor of 6.25
(Galicia et al., 2009).
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FIGURE 2 | Map of case study location and villages sampled in the Izabal Department of Guatemala. (A) Shows Guatemala alongside its neighboring countries of

Belize and Honduras, both of which are adjacent to the study site shown in the inset map. (B) Shows a closer view of the eleven villages included in the case study,

which are located in the Sarstún Region of Guatemala just south of the Sarstún River, which forms the border with Belize. Red pixels on the inset map represent forest

loss from 2000–2014, the year that interviews were conducted. Source: Hansen/UMD/Google/USGS/NASA.

Indicators and Statistical Analysis
Table 2 provides an overview of how case study data were
converted into metrics used in the indicator framework. Because
we used an existing dataset to test the framework, we were unable
to include diet diversity data, which was not a component of the
original study questionnaire (Appendix 2). Based on available
data, we tested three of the four paired indicators (Productivity,
Quality, and Functional Diversity, but not Diversity) in our case
study. Reflecting the difficulty of acquiring fine-scale quantitative
data in the case study region (e.g., on crop yields), the majority
of case study variables were categorical, with the exception
of crop species richness data used to calculate ecological and
nutritional functional diversity (Functional Diversity indicators),
which were continuous. We therefore transformed all raw data
into categorical variables with three levels (0,+1,−1) to give each
metric equal weight within the framework.

Categorical values of 0,+1, and−1 were assigned to each farm
household for each indicator, representing the neutral, positive,
or negative status of a given indicator on farms. For each case
study variable, we determined the range for a negative, neutral,
or positive status using the following approach: (1) if there was a
standard or mean value or range of values considered “sufficient”
in the literature (e.g., mean protein concentration in maize from
the FAO), we made this the 0 or “neutral” value; however, (2)
if there was a clear scientific rationale for an indicator (e.g.,
high crop diversity is more ecologically beneficial than low crop
diversity) but no way to quantify a “neutral” value, we scaled
indicator values relative to the maximum value in the sample.
This approach enabled us to determine the relative status of
agroecosystem functioning on farms, given regional conditions,
and to identify the most marginalized or vulnerable farms as well
as those with relatively improved outcomes (and their associated
management practices). Summary statistics for the raw data from
the case study are presented in Appendix 1 (Table A1.1), along

with distributions of all raw data used to define case studymetrics
and their assigned categories for analysis (Figure A1.1).

To demonstrate the potential of the indicator framework
to analyze data at a finer resolution—where such data is
available for smallholder agroecosystems—we conducted a more
detailed analysis of ecological and nutritional functional diversity
(Functional Diversity indicators) using continuous rather than
categorical values. We tested for a relationship between the
Functional Diversity indicators using simple linear regression.
To quantify ecological functional diversity of agroecosystems
(i.e., crop functional diversity), we used the open software
platform FDiversity (Casanoves et al., 2011) to calculate Rao’s
Quadratic Entropy (Q) based on crop species richness and area
data for each farm (Botta-Dukat, 2005; Schleuter et al., 2010)
(Table A3.1). Crops were evaluated for key plant functional
traits by determining their binary (yes or no) associations
with each of the following functional categories: perennial,
C3 grass, C4 grass, forb or broadleaf, nitrogen-fixing, woody,
and vining/groundcover (Table A3.2). Similarly, to calculate
nutritional functional diversity, we used average concentrations
and dietary reference intakes of 17 essential dietary nutrients
in the 29 food crops cultivated by farmers in the sample, along
with crop-specific area data for each farm (Tables A3.3, A3.4)
(Remans et al., 2011). FDiversity software was also used to
calculate Rao’s Q values for nutritional functional diversity
measures. Although agrobiodiversity data was an initial input for
calculating both ecological and nutritional functional diversity
indicators, this data was processed with functional group (for
ecological functional diversity) and nutrient data (for nutritional
functional diversity) for each crop prior to analysis and metric
calculation for the case study. All functional traits were weighted
on an equal basis in the analysis.

After quantifying all indicators for our sample through
the above metrics, we evaluated relationships between farm
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TABLE 2 | Indicators of ecological and nutritional functions applied to a case study of smallholder agroecosystems in eastern Guatemala.

Indicator pair Ecological (E) or

nutritional (N)

Indicator Case study metric Metric calculation Interview question (translated)

1

Productivity

E Total crop

production per unit

area

Crop yield over time Neutral (0), increasing

(+1), decreasing (−1)

Have you seen a difference in the

productivity of your cornfields

(“milpas”) since you began farming

here? If so, how has it changed (has it

increased, decreased, or stayed the

same), and why?

N Staple food

availability

Deficit/surplus maize

yield

Sufficient maize for

household (0), sells maize

(+1), buys maize (−1)

How much maize did you produce

last year, and what percent of it went

feed your household? Was it sufficient

to feed your household? If there was

maize remaining, how much of it did

you sell or exchange?

2

Diversity

E Crop diversity Agrobiodiversity 4–6 species (0), 7 or more

species (+1), 0–3 species

(−1)

How many crops do you plant during

the main growing season? What

about the dry season

(“matahambre”)? (prompt with list of

crops, if needed)

N Access to a

diversified diet

(not measured in

case study)

– –

3

Quality

E Beneficial species

interactions

Multi-cropping Multiple crops in

monoculture (0), multiple

crops in polyculture (+1),

single crop in monoculture

(−1)

Do you grow more than one crop? If

so, do you plant your crops together

in the same field, or in separate fields?

N Edible crop quality Maize protein

concentration

Average maize % protein

range from FAO (8–11%)

(0), >11% protein (+1),

<8% protein (−1)

Do you have any white corn cobs

from your last harvest? Would it be

possible for me to take some grains

from your corn as a sample to test its

nutrients?

4

Functional Diversity

E Functional diversity

and redundancy

Crop functional

diversity

Rao’s Quadratic Entropy

(Q) of 1.87–3.83 (0), Q of

3.84 and above (+1), Q of

0–1.86 (−1) (quantile

cutoffs)

What is the total planted area of each

crop you grow? (prompt with list of

crops)*

N Nutritional functional

diversity

Nutritional functional

diversity

Rao’s Quadratic Entropy

(Q) of 0.0057–0.013 (0), Q

of 0.014 and above (+1),

Q of 0–0.0056 (−1)

(quantile cutoffs)

What is the total planted area of each

crop? (prompt with list of crops)**

*Raw data were subsequently transformed using crop functional trait data prior to analysis (Table A3.2).

**Raw data were subsequently transformed using crop nutrient data prior to analysis (Tables A3.3, A3.4).

Case study metrics (measures of the broader indicators) are shown with categorical levels, in the order: neutral (0), positive (+1), negative (−1). All indicators were derived from interview

data except edible crop quality, which was measured by analyzing maize grain samples for protein concentration. There were no available case study data on dietary diversity; therefore

indicator 2N was not included in analyses. For distributions of the continuous and categorical variables used in metric calculations, see Figure A1.1. The complete interview questionnaire

can be found in Appendix 2.

management practices and ecological and nutritional functions
of agroecosystems in two steps. First, we created an integrated
Agroecosystem Function Index (AFI) for each farm using
ecological and nutritional indicators in our framework. We
quantified the overall agroecosystem functioning of each farm
in the case study as a single number between −6 and +6 (the
range would be −8 to +8 for all four pairs of indicators). AFIs
were derived by summing all values (0, +1, and −1) for the
three ecological and three nutritional indicators for a given farm
household, resulting in a cumulative positive, negative, or zero
(neutral) value. AFI values closer to+6 or−6 indicated stronger
positive or negative functional states on farms, respectively.

Then, to evaluate tradeoffs and synergies between pairs, we
summed the coded values (0, +1, −1) for each ecological-
nutritional indicator pair on each farm and used contingency
analysis to test the null hypothesis that each pair of variables
was independent across farms (Table 4A). Using 15 contingency
tables, we then analyzed the level of co-occurrence (synergy) or
existence of opposite trends (tradeoffs) between ecological and
nutritional functions in pairs and non-pairs across all farms in
the sample (Tables 4B,C).

Finally, we complemented our quantitative analysis with
qualitative analysis of interview data, operationalizing our
indicator framework to assess smallholder resilience. For this
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analysis, we used coded interview data to identify community-
level and idiosyncratic shocks on farm households in our
sample. Farmers’ demonstrated abilities to respond to these
shocks were categorized into coping and adaptive capacities.
Coping capacities were defined as strategies that enabled farm
households to persist in agriculture without qualitative changes
to the structure of the agroecosystem. Adaptive capacities were
defined as farmer changes to agroecosystem management meant
to increase flexibility and improve outcomes in the face of
shocks. Farms that showed both coping and adaptive capacities
were considered adaptive. Adaptive farm management strategies
were categorized into three groups: ecological, market-oriented,
and hybrid strategies. Ecological strategies included maintaining
high levels of soil cover, using nitrogen-fixing perennial and
annual species to replenish soil fertility, growing a diversity
of crops, and refraining from burning farm fields. Market-
oriented strategies included growing hybrid maize varieties in
monoculture, applying higher rates of herbicides, insecticides,
and inorganic fertilizers, and focusing production on a smaller
number of crops to bring to market. Hybrid approaches included
increasing the diversity of perennial tree crops to sell to
specialty markets, as well as other combinations of agrichemical
application and use of nitrogen-fixing plant species. As a test
of the framework’s ability to assess agroecosystem function-
resilience dynamics, we quantified relationships between farmer
coping and adaptive capacities and ecological and nutritional
indicator values on farms using analysis of variance (ANOVA)
models, described below. Following previous definitions of
resilience capacities (Béné et al., 2012), transformative capacities
could also be assessed using the framework. However, there
was not sufficient evidence of transformative capacity in the
sample to include it in our analysis. Transformative management
strategies could include conversion from traditional crops to a
novel production system or migration to an urban environment,
for example.

Data were analyzed using R software (version 3.6.2, “Dark and
Stormy Night”) (R Core Team, 2019). We used a Kendall’s tau
rank correlation to assess the association between ecological and
nutritional components of the AFI across farms. McNemar’s Chi-
squared tests were run on contingency tables corresponding to
each of the ecological and nutritional indicator pairs, with the
exception of Functional Diversity indicators, which had a high
number of neutral (0) values and required a Fisher’s Exact test
(Tables 3, 4).We assessed the relationship between our ecological
and nutritional Functional Diversity indicators using a simple
linear regression model with the lm function in R (R Core Team,
2019). Also in R, we performed ANOVA followed by Tukey’s
Honestly Significant Difference post-hoc tests to assess statistical
differences in ecological and nutritional indicator values on
farms. One set of analyses focused on shocks and a second
set analyzed coping and adaptive capacities. We used three
separate mixed-effects models for each of these analyses, each of
which included either the AFI (sum of ecological and nutritional
indicators per farm), the nutritional component of the AFI (sum
of nutritional indicators per farm), or the ecological component
of the AFI (sum of ecological indicators per farm) as the response
variable. Shock type and capacity type were the main effects in

the two sets of analyses, respectively, with village as a random
effect in all models. We explored the community-level shock of
land-grabbing using a separate ANOVA model with no random
effect, comparing farms in villages that did or did not have a land
grab according to interview data. Ninety-five percent confidence
intervals were used to assess statistical significance.

Case Study Results
Synergies and Tradeoffs Between Ecological and

Nutritional Indicators
At the agroecosystem level, case study data showed a positive
relationship between ecological and nutritional functions. There
was a significant and positive rank correlation between the
ecological and nutritional components of the AFI across farms
[Kendall’s tau = 0.58, z = 5.7, p < 0.0001 for sum(E)
and sum(N)]. This means that farms with positive levels of
functioning based on ecological indicators were significantly
more likely to also have higher values for nutritional indicators,
and vice-versa.

Analyses of individual case study indicator pairs, however,
showed both significant positive (synergistic) and negative
(tradeoff) relationships (Table 3). Across all farms, there were
positive and neutral relationships between ecological and
nutritional indicators for indicators 3 and 4 (Quality and
Function), but there were tradeoffs within pairs for indicator
1 (Productivity). Our more detailed analysis of Functional
Diversity indicators showed a strong positive relationship
between ecological and nutritional functional diversity across
farms in the sample (n= 60 farms, adjusted R²= 0.74, F= 171.6
on 1 and 58 df, p < 0.0001). This result provides evidence that
higher crop functional diversity on smallholder farms increases
the likelihood that farms will also produce crops that offer a
diverse array of essential nutrients in amounts relevant to human
dietary adequacy (Wood, 2018).

Negatively correlated indicator pairs provided evidence that
certain shocks and farmer responses to them led to tradeoffs
between ecological and nutritional functions of agroecosystems
in the Guatemalan case study (Table 3). Tradeoffs could signify a
time lag between ecological degradation and negative nutritional
functions (e.g., malnutrition), as well as the coping capacity of
smallholder farm households, including by using off-farm labor
to supplement income and purchase food when soil degradation
leads to low agroecosystem yields (Vanek and Drinkwater, 2013).
Case study results for Productivity indicators, for example,
suggest that despite declining yields in the majority of study
households, most farms still produced sufficient maize to sell
some surplus to neighbors (Tables 2, 3). Tradeoffs between
positive nutritional indicators and negative ecological indicators
may reflect management strategies that increase yields or food
provisioning in the short term but degrade the natural resource
base over time (Table 5).

In addition to testing the indicator pairs in the framework, we
also tested relationships across the full set of indicators and found
that 67% of indicator combinations (ecological-nutritional,
ecological-ecological, and nutritional-nutritional) were non-
independent (i.e., were related) according to McNemar’s Chi-
squared and Fisher’s Exact Tests (Table 4B). Although many
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TABLE 3 | Results of contingency analysis between individual pairs of ecological and nutritional indicators, representing tradeoffs or synergies, across all farms (n = 60) in

a case study in eastern Guatemala.

Indicator Ecological metric Nutritional metric Test statistic† df p-value Synergy or

tradeoff?

1

Productivity

Crop yield over time Deficit/surplus maize

yield

26.73 3 6.70 × 10−6 Tradeoff:

negative ecological;

positive nutritional

2

Diversity

Agrobiodiversity (data not available

for case study)

– – − –

3

Quality

Multi-cropping Maize protein

concentration

25.67 3 1.1 × 10−5 Synergy

4

Functional Diversity

Ecological crop

functional diversity

Nutritional crop

functional diversity

N/A 3 2.2 × 10−16 Synergy

†
Test statistic for indicators 1 and 3 was McNemar’s Chi-squared. For indicator 4, we used Fisher’s exact test to evaluate the statistical likelihood that rows and columns in the

contingency table were non-independent (alternative hypothesis).

All indicators showed significant positive (indicators 3 and 4) or negative (indicator 1) within-pair relationships at a 95% confidence interval. See Table 4 for a visual representation of

the analysis.

indicators were non-independent, only four non-paired indicator
relationships had clear directionality in the contingency analysis
(Table 4C). We found a weak but significant negative synergy
between maize yield over time (1E; negative) and maize protein
concentration (3N; neutral) (χ2

= 26.3, df = 3, p = 9.7 ∗ 10−6)
(Table 4), indicating that both quantity and quality of maize may
be affected by degradation in the case study region. There was
also a significant tradeoff between maize yield over time (1E;
negative) and multi-cropping (3E; positive) (χ2

= 26.8, df =
3, p = 6.5 ∗ 10−6), which could be evidence that farmers are
increasing their use of beneficial species interactions as their
staple crops become less productive. Finally, multi-cropping
(3E) had a significantly positive association with maize protein
concentration (3N), andwith both ecological (4E) and nutritional
functional diversity (4N) (Tables 4B,C), meaning that farmers
with higher crop functional diversity were also more likely
to intercrop species, which was also positively related with
crop quality. These results indicate that a holistic approach
to assessing relationships across the framework could yield a
more comprehensive understanding of ecological and nutritional
functions of agroecosystems than indicators paired using theory
and prior empirical understandings alone.

Farmer Capacities Mediate Agroecosystem

Functioning and Resilience to Shocks
Agroecosystem Function Index (AFI; our proxy for the overall
status and direction of combined ecological and nutritional
indicators) values for the case study ranged from −6 at the
lowest (1 farm) to 6 at the highest (3 farms). Most farms were
characterized by a combination of positive, negative, and neutral
levels of different agroecosystem functions, leading to a median
AFI of 1 and a mean slightly above 0.

We operationalized our indicator framework to examine
farmers’ resilience, with a focus on coping and adaptive
capacities, in the face of landscape-level, community-level, and
idiosyncratic household shocks. Across all villages, farmers
faced the landscape-level shock of deforestation. Farmers also
identified one major community-level shock: acute loss of land

due to large-scale land acquisitions (or “land grabs”) that
reduced or eliminated land ownership in five out of eleven
villages in the sample (Alonso-Fradejas, 2012). Land grabs
for rubber plantations, oil exploration, and cattle ranching
were cited as reasons for farmers’ loss of agricultural and
common lands. Idiosyncratic, or household-level, shocks were
also recorded for all farms and reflected the effects of broader
biophysical patterns (e.g., climate changes), community-level
shocks (e.g., direct household losses of land due to land grabs),
as well as more localized problems (e.g., pest pressure, low
soil fertility). Primary household shocks mentioned during
interviews included climate shocks (shifts in rainfall patterns
and rapid temperature changes that caused crop damage),
degradation of cropland (generally related to deforestation) that
led to yield losses, loss of land ownership or tenure from
land grabs, increased pre- and post-harvest pest pressure, and
combinations of these. Only three farmers (5% of the sample)
stated that they had not experienced any changes that affected
their livelihoods in the last decade, and all of these were
younger farmers who had < 10 years of experience as heads of
farming households.

We used the AFI to test household response to community-
level and idiosyncratic shocks, thereby assessing their adaptive
capacity and resilience to agroecosystem disturbance. Both
community-level and household-level shocks led to significant
differences in indicators of agroecosystem functioning
(Figure 3). Relative to the generalized landscape-level shock of
deforestation, the acute shock of land grabbing led to significantly
lower nutritional indicators in affected villages, driving a lower
AFI and resilience on farms that had experienced land grabs
(Figure 3A). Households experienced inconsistent effects of
community-level shocks. Farms that experienced direct losses of
land due to coupled landscape degradation and land grabbing
had significantly lower nutritional indicators in the AFI than
those who did not experience land losses (Figure 3B). However,
there were no significant effects of household-level shocks on
the overall AFI, likely due to non-significant differences in farm
ecological indicators by shock type.
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TABLE 4 | Matrices showing relationships between ecological and nutritional indicators for 60 farms in the Guatemalan case study.

(A) Visual representation of contingency analysis for paired indicators

Indicator Contingency table Outcome

−1 0 1

1 −1 10 8 19 Tradeoff

Productivity 0 4 3 9

1 0 1 5

−1 0 1

3 −1 2 4 1 Weak

Quality 0 2 11 0 Synergy

1 3 24 6

−1 0 1

4 −1 18 2 0 Synergy

Functional diversity 0 2 16 2

1 0 2 18

(B) Test statistic (McNemar’s χ
2 or Fisher’s Exact) and p-value matrix

1E 3E 4E 1N 3N 4N

1E NA χ
2
= 26.8

p = 6.5*10−6

χ
2
= 12.7

p = 0.005

χ
2

= 26.7

p = 6.7*10−6

χ
2
=26.0

p = 9.7*10−6

χ
2
= 12.7

p = 0.0053

3E χ
2
= 26.8

p = 6.5*10−6

NA χ
2
= 14.7

p = 0.002

χ
2
= 3.7

p = 0.3

χ
2

= 25.7

p = 1.1*10−5

χ
2
= 14.31

p = 0.0025

4E χ
2
= 12.7

p = 0.005

χ
2
= 14.7

p = 0.002

NA χ
2
= 6.0

p = 0.1

χ
2
= 14.8

p = 0.002

Fisher’s exact

p = 2.2*20−16

1N χ
2

= 26.7

p = 6.7*10−6

χ
2
= 3.7

p = 0.3

χ
2
= 6.0

p = 0.1

NA χ
2
= 26.3

p = 8.4*10−6

χ
2
= 5.0

p = 0.17

3N χ
2
= 26.0

p = 9.7*10−6

χ
2

= 25.7

p = 1.1*10−5

χ
2
= 14.8

p = 0.002

χ
2
= 26.3

p = 8.4*10−6

NA χ
2
= 14.7

p = 0.002

4N χ
2
= 12.7

p = 0.0053

χ
2
= 14.3

p = 0.0025

Fisher’s exact

p = 2.2*20−16

χ
2
= 5.0

p = 0.17

χ
2
= 14.7

p = 0.002

NA

(C) Direction and outcome of indicator relationships from contingency analysis

1E 3E 4E 1N 3N 4N

1E NA Tradeoff No relationship Tradeoff (–) Synergy No relationship

3E Tradeoff NA (+) Synergy No relationship (+) Synergy (+) Synergy

4E No relationship (+) Synergy NA No relationship No relationship (+/–) Synergy

1N Tradeoff No relationship No relationship NA (+) Synergy No relationship

3N (–) Synergy (+) Synergy No relationship (+) Synergy NA No relationship

4N No relationship (+) Synergy (+/–) Synergy No relationship No relationship NA

(A) Contingency tables showing co-occurrence of values of −1, 0, and +1 for ecological and nutritional indicators within each pair. Ecological indicators are the rows and nutritional

indicators are the columns. Greater co-occurrence appears in green, with smaller co-occurring values appearing in yellow and orange (0). The greatest co-occurring value for each

indicator pair (in bold) was labeled as either a synergy (+1 and +1, −1 and −1, 0 and 0, 0 and +1) or tradeoff (−1 and +1 or vice-versa). (B) Values for McNemar’s χ
2 test statistics

and p-values are presented for relationships between all indicators in the case study, including cross-tabulations between non-paired indicators. Values were considered significant at

a 95% confidence interval. Only indicator pair 4 required a different test statistic due to a high number of neutral (0) values, and Fisher’s Exact Test was used. Relationships between

paired indicators are shown in bold; all paired indicators were significantly related. Greener cells represent stronger relationships. The strongest relationship was between the Functional

Diversity indicators, 4E, and 4N. (C) Relationships between all ecological and nutritional indicators. Relationships between paired indicators are shown in bold, with positive synergies in

green, negative synergies in red, and tradeoffs in yellow. Non-paired indicators had positive relationships (synergies), with the exception of the negative relationship (tradeoff) between

ecological Productivity (1E) and Quality (3E) indicators.

The qualitative interview analysis revealed how coping
and adaptive capacities can drive differentiated outcomes
in smallholder agroecosystems (Figure 4). Farms relying on
coping capacities (n = 20) by working for or renting land
from plantation owners had significantly lower ecological and
nutritional indicators than farms with higher adaptive capacities

(n = 40). While there were many distinct adaptation strategies
farmers used to respond to shocks, they tended to follow either
an ecological (n = 23), a market-oriented (n = 8), or a hybrid
(both ecological and market-oriented; n = 9) approach, as
described in section Indicators and Statistical Analysis. Table 5
highlights specific management characteristics on farms that
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TABLE 5 | Coping and adaptative strategies used by farmers in the Guatemalan case study to respond to community-level and idiosyncratic shocks.

Farmer resilience

capacity

Management

approach

Household shock type Practices used to recover from shock

Adaptive Ecological (N = 23) Climate change (N = 13)

Land degradation (N = 8)

Pest and weed pressure (N = 8)

Land dispossession (N = 6)

None (N = 0)

Legume cover cropping (N = 10)

Agroforestry (N = 8)

Crop diversification (N = 4)

Maize variety diversification (N = 4)

Manual pest control (N = 3)

Seed saving and exchange (N = 3)

Polyculture (N = 2)

Sustainable tourism (N = 1)

Adaptive Market-oriented (N = 8) Climate change (N = 1)

Land degradation (N = 4)

Pest and weed pressure (N = 3)

Land dispossession (N = 1)

None (N = 1)

Hybrid and transgenic seed varieties (N = 2)

Fertilizer use (N = 2)

Pesticide use (N = 1)

Grows some crops only for market (not home consumption) (N = 5)

Adaptive Hybrid (N = 9)

(ecological +

market-oriented)

Climate change (N = 1)

Land degradation (N = 4)

Pest and weed pressure (N = 1)

Land dispossession (N = 3)

None (N = 1)

Legume cover cropping (N = 6)

Agroforestry (N = 2)

Tree crops for market (N = 2)

Seed saving and exchange (N = 2)

Hybrid seed varieties (N = 3)

Fertilizer use (N = 3)

Pesticide use (N = 3)

Grows some crops only for market (not home consumption) (N = 4)

Coping Coping (N = 20) Climate change (N = 6)

Land degradation (N = 4)

Pest and weed pressure (N = 6)

Land dispossession (N = 12)

None (N = 1)

Rent land from plantation owner (N = 12)

Off-farm work on plantation (N = 7)

Off-farm traditional work* (N = 3)

Increase farm workload of female head of household (N = 2)

Fertilizer use (N = 1)

Increase pesticide use (N = 6)

Rely on communal land (N = 1)

Purchase all maize for household consumption (N = 2)

*Off-farm traditional work includes tasks such as fishing and practicing traditional medicine (as a “curandero”) as an alternative to farming.

The number of farmers that mentioned each shock type and management practice is listed in parentheses (N). Farmers that described more than one shock or practice in response to

a shock are counted multiple times. The most common shocks and practices used by farmers in each group are shown in bold.

FIGURE 3 | Shocks in smallholder agroecosystems in Sarstún, Guatemala. (A) Shows the Agroecosystem Function Index (AFI) for farms experiencing a major

community-level shock, land grabbing, and those subject to only generalized deforestation as a landscape-level shock (no land grab). (B) Represents the suite of

household-level shocks experienced by smallholders in Sarstún and their relationships with the nutritional component of the AFI (sum of nutritional indicator values by

farm). There were no significant differences by shock type for the ecological component or the overall sum of indicator values, the AFI. N = 60 farms. In (A), * Indicates

p < 0.05. In (B), different letters indicate significant differences in indicator values for distinct household shocks (p < 0.05; Tukey’s HSD).
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used coping and adaptive capacities to respond to shocks. Nearly
all farms, regardless of their AFI, used some combination of these
management approaches.

Ecological and hybrid adaptation strategies were associated
with high AFIs, whereas market-oriented and coping strategies
resulted in lower ecological and nutritional indicators (Figure 4).
Ecological and hybrid approaches made use of velvet bean
(Mucuna pruriens (L.) DC.), a leguminous cover crop, to improve
soil fertility and ecosystem functioning for long-term crop
production. In an interview, when asked his preferred way to
improve soil fertility, one farmer asserted, “The most beneficial
way is with velvet bean (“frijol abono,” which means “fertilizer
bean”) because it is the most common and economical in the
region, but it is growing more difficult to find the seeds because
the practice is fading.” Interview data confirmed that while 50%
of the sample planted velvet bean at the time of the study, an
additional 18% of the sample (68% overall) had previously used
velvet bean but abandoned the practice because they now rent
land or find it more difficult to save seeds to re-plant when
using herbicides. Collectively, these findings suggest that adaptive
capacity may be declining in the region.

Negative AFI values commonly resulted from community-
level shocks that reduced households’ adaptive capacity and
ability to manage farms for improved agroecosystem functioning
(Figure 4). A common example was loss of land to plantation
owners (n = 26 farms), which led farmers to engage in coping
strategies, such as decreasing their crop diversity and use of cover
crops, along with shortening cycles of swidden management.
These new practices reduced forest cover, which many farmers
noted in interviews as a principal reason for soil fertility declines
that decreased yields. One older farmer mentioned that his yields
had fallen by more than 50% in his lifetime, because “before there
were large areas of secondary forest that helped the soil and led to
good crop yields. There are no longer mature forested areas and
the soil is poor, which affects the productivity of the soil, when we
burn areas with little forest cover.”

Lack of land tenure also shifted farmers’ management
strategies toward coping when they began renting land to grow
their milpas (cornfields) (n = 19 farms). Renting led households
to reduce the number of crops and their investment in soil
conservation, as farmers had little incentive to use agroecological
management practices on land they did not own. One farmer
commented, “Yes, I use velvet bean, but there is no true guarantee
of soil conservation because my land is rented and I don’t have
a specific plot; I don’t know which plot I’ll get next year.”
Insecure land tenure particularly affected households that had
recently immigrated to the region and those in close proximity
to plantations that now own what was once community land.
Farms at a greater distance from plantations also shifted their
management as farmers went to work as day laborers. One such
farmer explained his monoculture milpa by saying, “Now we
don’t have any other crops [in addition tomaize] because we have
to work on the plantation, which is a 3 h walk from here.”

Market-oriented households adapted their management
to shocks by growing some crops, such as hybrid or
transgenic maize varieties, solely for sale on the commercial
market to increase their purchasing power (Table 5). While

market-oriented farms had on average higher AFI values than
farmers relying on coping capacity alone, both coping and
market-oriented households’ AFIs were significantly lower than
those from households using ecological or hybrid approaches
(Figure 4). Despite evidence of coping and adaptive capacities
in the face of changing landscape conditions, the capacity
of smallholders to transform their agroecosystems as they
underwent community-level and idiosyncratic shocks appeared
limited in the case study.

DISCUSSION

Sustaining or enhancing ecological and nutritional functions
of agroecosystems is necessary to foster the adaptive capacity
and resilience of smallholders. To this end, our study paired
ecological and nutritional indicators of agroecosystem function
in a novel indicator framework, elucidating previously neglected
relationships between management practices, ecological
functions, and provisioning of nutrients in harvested crops. We
then applied this indicator framework to a case study in a remote
region of Guatemala to test its ability to identify (1) synergies
and tradeoffs between ecological and nutritional functions in a
smallholder context, and (2) farmer capacities and management
practices that shape agroecosystem resilience in the region.

Agroecosystem Functioning, Adaptive
Capacity, and Resilience in Eastern
Guatemala
Overall, our analysis of smallholder farms in eastern Guatemala
illustrates a suite of synergistic and tradeoff dynamics
between ecological and nutritional functions and resilience
at the agroecosystem level. We tested three indicator pairs,
Productivity, Quality, and Functional Diversity, in the case study,
which revealed two synergistic (Quality, Functional Diversity)
and one tradeoff (Productivity) relationship within a context
of community and household-level shocks. Overall, six of
the 15 unique combinations of indicators were significantly
positively related, and two had significant tradeoffs. Positive
relationships between indicators indicated that farmers tended
to use multiple ecological practices simultaneously, or not at
all, and that ecological and nutritional outcomes tended to be
synergistic (either both negative or both positive). Results from
our regression analysis of ecological and nutritional functional
diversity (Functional Diversity indicators in the framework)
further supported the positive relationship between ecological
and nutritional functions and resilience of agroecosystems using
continuous data.

In some cases, there were tradeoffs between ecological
and nutritional indicators in the Guatemalan case, particularly
between maize yield over time (1E; a Productivity indicator)
and both staple food availability (1N) and multi-cropping
(3E; a Quality indicator). We interpreted these tradeoffs
as illustrations of farmers’ coping capacity when facing
environmental degradation and loss of land. Farmers were
likely increasing their use of multi-cropping and relying
on markets to purchase food in the near-term, enabling
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FIGURE 4 | Coping and adaptation strategies in smallholder agroecosystems in Sarstun, Guatemala. Farmer strategies to cope or adapt to shocks are shown in

relation to the ecological (A), nutritional (B), and overall sums of indicators represented by the Agroecosystem Function Index (AFI) (C). Primary adaptation strategies

were ecological, market-oriented, or a hybrid approach using both ecological and market-oriented practices. Coping strategies included renting land, off-farm work on

plantations, and increasing pesticide use. Ecological strategies included incorporating agroforestry techniques, use of leguminous cover crops, and integrating

multiple crop diversification practices. Market-oriented strategies included increasing crop sales, growing hybrid maize varieties, and higher fertilizer and pesticide

application rates. Different letters indicate significant differences by household coping or adaptation strategy (p < 0.05; Tukey’s HSD). Village was included as a

random effect in all models.

positive nutritional indicators even as ecological indicators
were negative.

These tradeoffs may have resulted from temporal disparities,
with nutritional indicators responding to change on short
timescales and ecological indicators operating over longer
timescales. For instance, renting agricultural land is a common
practice in Sarstún (32% of our sample), particularly on farms
that have lost land through the community-level shock of
land grabbing. Renting enables farmers to access relatively
high-yielding land on a seasonal basis to produce a staple
crop for family consumption, rather than working to improve
degraded land with agroecological management for long-
term food production. This practice decouples ecological and
nutritional functions beyond a single growing season. As has
been observed in other contexts, farmers in the sample openly
commented that they chose not to use any fertilization methods,
such as cover cropping, on rented lands, even if they actively
incorporated them into fertility management on communally

or privately-owned land in their possession (e.g., Fraser, 2004).
Renting has the potential to underwrite extensive degradation of
natural resources at the landscape level. Thus, even with rented
land, Sarstún smallholders our sample still hadmeanmaize yields
that were five times lower than the Guatemalan national average.

Using ecological and nutritional indicators for resilience to
community-level and idiosyncratic shocks, we identified themost
adaptive and most vulnerable households across the sample.
We found that farmers using ecological or hybrid (ecological
and market-oriented) adaptation strategies had significantly
higher levels of agroecosystem functioning (AFI) than farmers
who were coping with losses of land by working on or
renting from plantations (Figure 4, Table 5). Farmers relying
on coping capacities such as renting or off-farm work were
both ecologically and nutritionally more vulnerable than farmers
using adaptive management practices such as cover cropping,
agroforestry, or increased production of cash crops in a hybrid
approach (Figure 4). Purely market-oriented farmers who did
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not integrate ecological practices had similarly low levels of
agroecosystem functioning as coping farmers. Results from
the interviews showcased farmers’ capacity to adapt to shocks
by using ecological and market-oriented strategies to promote
agroecosystem functioning and resilience in the face of landscape
degradation, land grabs, and climate change. While we found no
evidence of transformative capacity in the Guatemalan case study
(Béné et al., 2012), the indicator framework and index developed
here could also be used to identify cases in which management
practices are transformative.

Agroecosystem Functioning, Adaptive
Capacity, and Resilience in Other Contexts
Previous work has identified similar synergies and tradeoffs
between ecological and nutritional functions of smallholder
agroecosystems, with marked impacts for adaptive capacity
and resilience. One study in Northern Potosi, Bolivia, found
that cropping system intensification on sloping mountain
rangelands increased soil erosion and reduced soil organic
matter, ultimately undermining productivity, food security, and
farmer livelihoods (Vanek and Drinkwater, 2013). However,
adapting management to apply phosphorus fertilization in
concert with mixed legume-grass cover crops increased soil
cover, biological nitrogen fixation, and nutrient availability and
assimilation, with feedbacks that reduced erosion and increased
crop productivity. Upon surpassing a soil fertility threshold
through agroecological management, ecological and nutritional
tradeoffs can become synergies that result in long-term positive
states (also see Bennett et al., 2009, for related discussion using
an ecosystem services framework).

The indicator framework presented in this paper could be
applied in a wide range of contexts through the use of case-
specific metrics for each indicator. The metrics in our case
study were selected based on themes that farmers and key
stakeholders identified in interviews, including agroecosystem
functions affected by landscape degradation, loss of land tenure,
and related livelihood changes. We defined ranges of values
and thresholds to either match an established mean value and
range (e.g., maize protein concentration from the FAO) or
a relative range based on the distribution of values in the
case study (e.g., nutritional functional diversity). Because the
framework is designed to understand agroecosystem functioning
and resilience to shocks in a particular context, this relative
valuation approach is appropriate, as it enables comparison
across farms and identification of the most vulnerable farms for
targeted interventions.

Metrics for agroecosystems in less data-scarce regions could
be developed to more closely represent the mechanistic links
between specific ecological processes and their nutritional
outcomes. For example, other possible pairs of metrics could
include crop rotation complexity (2E) and diet diversity
(measured for example, with Minimum Dietary Diversity for
Women from the FAO) (FAO and FHI 360, 2016) (2N) for
Diversity, which we were unable to capture in the Guatemalan
case study. Community-level metrics relating farm management
to broader ecological and nutritional outcomes could also be

useful additions to the framework. Indicators may benefit from
re-assignment or broader groupings depending on the context
in which the framework is applied, as well as the levels of
expected interaction between the specific variables selected for
the indicators.

Extending and Scaling the Framework:
Structural Enablers and Constraints
Social factors that shape farmer capacities for resilience, such
as knowledge and skills, participation in social networks, and
cultural and institutional influences, affect and interact with
ecological and nutritional indicators at both agroecosystem and
food system scales (Figure 1). Indirect relationships between this
broader social context and indicators of agroecosystem function
are not currently accounted for in our framework. Therefore, a
first extension of this study could be to adopt a food systems
resilience perspective and include socio-cultural determinants
of adaptive capacity, human health, and food security and
nutrition in the framework (Schipanski et al., 2016). Indicators
could be sourced from existing frameworks (e.g., Cabell and
Oelofse, 2012), which include complementary social indicators
related to reflection and learning, and community-based,
grassroots organization, among others. Integrating ecological and
nutritional indicators with key sociocultural influences would be
a logical next step to improve the indicators’ ability to accurately
represent the resilience of rural livelihoods (Chowdhury and
Turner, 2006; Laney and Turner, 2015; Sterling et al., 2017).

Importantly, both environmental conditions and institutional
structures can shape and constrain farmer capacities, resulting
decision-making, and management systems, even when they lie
outside of the agroecosystem’s spatial boundary (Hendrickson
and James, 2005; Currie, 2011; Brown, 2014). This is especially
true in a Global South context, in which power imbalances and
landscape-scale environmental degradation frequently go hand-
in-hand (DeClerck et al., 2011). We found evidence in our case
study, for example, that acute losses of land due to land grabbing
at the community level were associated with significantly lower
indicators of agroecosystem functioning relative to longer-
term landscape-level shocks, including deforestation. At a
higher level of social organization, dynamics of the agricultural
governance system, particularly power-holding institutions such
as governmental agricultural agencies, extension services, seed
and chemical companies, and non-profit organizations shape
and constrain the options available to small-scale producers
(Stuart, 2009). Such organizations, as well as cultural norms, local
knowledge and practices, and community expectations, influence
smallholder resilience capacities (Scherr, 2000; Guerra et al.,
2017). Because these power structures can determine land use
and agricultural management practices, they impact ecological
and nutritional functions, their interactions, and ultimately the
resilience of agroecosystems.

Smallholders may also shift their ecological and nutritional
outcomes by engaging with social networks and adaptive capacity
at a community scale. Recent research has highlighted that
community-level and regional crop diversity can often lead to
stronger improvements in diet diversity and nutritional security
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than diversity at an agroecosystem level (Remans et al., 2015;
Tobin et al., 2019). Complementing production diversity, access
to markets (Jones, 2016; Koppmair et al., 2016) and the diversity
of foods purchased at markets (Bellon et al., 2016) are key
contributors to diet diversity and nutrition at a household level.
Market-orientation, one form of adaptive capacity explored in
our case study, can provide an additional pathway to diet quality
through income generation for food purchases (Sibhatu et al.,
2015a; Sibhatu and Qaim, 2018), although prior studies have
noted that high-calorie, high shelf-life purchased foods that
contribute to diet diversity may be supplanting more nutritious
traditional foods even in rural contexts (Oyarzun et al., 2013). In
remote settings (Koppmair et al., 2016) or the off-season for cash
crop production (Some and Jones, 2018), however, the diversity
of crops available on the farm gains relative importance. While
our indicator framework does not explicitly include community-
scale measures, we have demonstrated through our test case
that it has potential to identify the effects of community-
level shocks on households. By analyzing farmer market-
orientation as a form of adaptive capacity, we were also able to
examine the role of markets on agroecosystem functions and
resilience, even the case study’s remote context. As our findings
demonstrate, however, market strategies do not necessarily
increase smallholder resilience. Our findings aligned with prior
work showing that market-orientation as an adaptation strategy
shows potential to contribute to smallholder resilience but
exposes smallholders to new risks that must be managed (Kuhl,
2018); we found that without a hybrid approach including
ecological management strategies in addition to market-oriented
strategies, resilient outcomes were not realized on farms. Given
the growing literature on agrobiodiversity, diet diversity, and
nutrition at larger scales, future work could extend our results
by using the framework to study ecological and nutritional
indicators at the community or regional scale. Similarly, a fifth
indicator representing the social determinants of food security
and nutrition, such market access or diversity, could be added
to increase the framework’s robustness and applicability in less
remote regions.

Relatedly, including multiple sources and types of data (e.g.,
spatial, biophysical, and survey-based) could also improve the
predictive ability of the indicator framework (e.g., Geoghegan
et al., 2001). Due to Sarstún’s remoteness, there is little up-to-
date agricultural and demographic data available, and so our case
study relied primarily on observational data. Lack of data is a
common issue in research on smallholder agriculture, and our
framework offers a tool to analyze agroecosystem functioning
and its relationship to adaptive capacity and resilience in data-
scarce contexts. By scaling indicator values to the maximum
in a sample of smallholders, our relative approach to indicator
quantification enables researchers and practitioners to identify
the most adaptive and most vulnerable households. This
approach could be used to target development resources to the
households most in need following shocks that can precipitate
both ecological degradation and food insecurity, such as land
grabs (Alonso-Fradejas, 2012; D’Odorico et al., 2017). Similarly,
the framework could also allow the identification of positive farm
management strategies worth scaling up. Future frameworks

developed for locations where fine-scale data is more freely
available would benefit from empirical tests to better understand
and incorporate the role of institutional and landscape-
level factors on agroecosystem-level social, ecological, and
nutritional processes. Interactions between landscape context
(e.g., Smith et al., 2020), governance, and farm management
decisions affect the livelihoods and resilience of millions
of smallholders.

Feedbacks, Transitions, and
Transformation in Agroecosystems
The body of work on adaptation and resilience emphasizes
the capacity of social-ecological systems to not just maintain
stability in the face of shocks but also to adapt or transform—
defined as a shift to novel system states or components—as
their context changes (Walker et al., 2004; Cote and Nightingale,
2012). In smallholder agroecosystems, social-ecological resilience
offers a framework to critically examine not only ecological
and nutritional functions, but also their interactions and
feedbacks over time (Darnhofer et al., 2010; Béné et al., 2016).
Feedbacks can be adaptive or maladaptive. These feedbacks
contribute to system functions and act as drivers of agricultural
transformations, affecting ecosystem stability and human health.

Our analysis, which combined quantitative and qualitative
methods, focused on interactions between ecological, and
nutritional functions and their relationships to the adaptive
capacity of smallholder agroecosystems. In this framing, tradeoffs
and negative feedbacks can lead to ecological degradation
and human malnourishment over time, whereas synergies and
positive feedbacks result in ecological sustainability and human
nutrition (Figure 1). There was strong evidence of both coping
and adaptive capacities among smallholders in our case study.
Data suggest that managing for short-term nutritional functions
(e.g., by renting land for a single growing season to produce
higher yields; coping) over longer-term ecological functions
(e.g., through agroecological management of landholdings;
ecological adaptation) could result in negative trajectories for
both environmental and human well-being over time.

Adaptive or transformative management at the farm-scale
may contribute to agroecosystem resilience by reinforcing
ecological and nutritional functions, creating adaptive feedbacks
that lead to greater system resilience (Jones et al., 2013; Vanek
et al., 2016) (Figure 1). Alternatively, management may set
off a chain reaction of destabilizing ecological and nutritional
functions that lead to agroecosystem degradation viamaladaptive
feedbacks (Scherr, 2000; Birge et al., 2016). Each of these cycles
could result in agroecosystem transformation. However, the
former adaptive feedback model would work to the advantage
of smallholder households through ecosystem regeneration and
sustainable diets (Allen et al., 2014), whereas the latter could
result in an unsustainable system, and, over time, household or
community-scale malnutrition (Bezner-Kerr et al., 2010; Snapp
et al., 2010; Schipanski et al., 2016). If agricultural products are
sold or traded, these feedbacks could broadcast beyond the level
of the agroecosystem to affect communities or the wider region.
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In response to landscape degradation, smallholder farmers
often adopt coping strategies that allow their households
to maintain their nutritional provisioning despite widespread
erosion of the natural resource base. However, these same
strategies may prevent deliberate and positive long-term
resilience or transformation of the agroecosystem (O’Brien,
2012; Béné et al., 2016). With reduced ecological functioning
at the landscape level, agroecosystem transformation is likely
to occur regardless of temporary coping behaviors to bolster
household food security (Kates et al., 2012; O’Brien, 2012).
In the case study, this could include farmer emigration to
Guatemala City, or families transitioning out of agriculture
to work in coastal fisheries or the nascent ecotourism
industry (e.g., Katz, 2015); alternatively, it could include farm
transitions to agroecological management. Notably, the quality
of this transformation will look very different depending on
whether additional households adopt ecological management
strategies—such as those on 53% of farms in our study—
that demonstrate adaptive capacity and contribute to resilience
in spite of the impaired environmental status of the overall
landscape. Observed tradeoffs, such as between the ecological
and nutritional indicators representing Productivity in the case
study, suggest the need for targeted policies or interventions
to support longer-term synergies between ecological and
nutritional functions of smallholder agroecosystems (Béné et al.,
2016).

A temporal extension of our framework could parse
out these short- and long-term dynamics of agroecosystem
resilience. Future quantitative analyses could discern changes
over time, causality, and interactions between indicators
using continuous metrics and time series data, uncovering
feedbacks and potential pathways to system transformation.
Expanding the indicator framework to account for temporal
dynamics and transformation could improve its predictive
ability and utility for agroecosystem management over
longer time-scales or under changing environmental
conditions. Additional analyses of ways that farmers’ well-
being and nutrition, in turn, influences their capacity to
engage in adaptive management would also be of interest,
particularly related to practices that are labor-intensive or
physically demanding.

CONCLUSIONS

With escalating human and environmental pressure on global
agricultural landscapes, adaptive capacity is an increasingly
essential tool for smallholder farmers to maintain agroecosystem
functioning, and through it, their livelihoods. We created a
novel indicator framework to demonstrate the importance of
linking ecological and nutritional functions of agroecosystems
to leverage their synergies. Using a case study of smallholder
farms in a remote region of eastern Guatemala, we found that
adaptive management practices tended to produce synergistic
ecological and nutritional relationships, whereas coping and
market-oriented strategies prioritized basic nutritional functions
while undermining ecological ones. Practices that leveraged

ecological and nutritional synergies to improve agroecosystem
functioning demonstrated smallholders’ capacity for resilience in
degraded environments.

To foster resilient agroecosystems, we must meet the dual
goals of bolstering ecological functions while producing sufficient
quantities of high-quality food to ensure food security and
nutrition for all people. Our framework establishes that these
two goals can be synergistic in smallholder agroecosystems and
that farmers can adopt management strategies in line with
both ecological and nutritional goals. This adaptable indicator
framework can help identify best practices that lead to ecological
and nutritional synergies in diverse agroecosystems and contexts
and could support decision-makers in targeting supportive
resources to the most vulnerable households. The ecological and
nutritional indicators proposed here enable nuanced analyses
of adaptive capacity and resilience in data-scarce agricultural
regions. Future work could relate ecological and nutritional
indicators at larger spatial and temporal scales to incorporate the
community, landscape, and governance conditions that enable
farmers to manage agroecosystems for resilience.
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